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SUMMARY

A three and a iral-f month seismic and gravity survey was carried

out in the Port Keats area of CP 2" l"ease in Northern Territory, by the :

coMpAGNIE GENBRALE DE GEOPHYSIQUE ( Australian Branch )

on behalf of :

AUSTRALIAN AQU ITAINE PETROLEUM PTY LTD

The production was noticeabJ.y improved as compared to the

previous 1963 Port Keats SurveY "

The.reflection work consisted of. 23 traverses " They were

carried out for detailing the Kulshill structure detected in 1963 and for

reconnaissance of the area between this structure and the Moyle River .

Refraction .¡¡oi'k and offset spreads were couducted the last

month of the survey .They suggested that a major north-south fault located

about ten miles east of the KulshLl-l high marks the eastern extènsion of the
Þ

basin " East of this fault high-vetocì.ty , probably Proterozoic formations

ríse .up steeply

The Kulshill high is a part of a north-south irend and shows

important north,west and probably east closures. Southwards, however,the

seismic horizons,as correlated,are in a relatively high position showing a

total closure of about ?0 milliseconds tone-way time 
"

The grâvity readings completed and extended the map drawn in

1963 wiihout i.ntroducíng any major alterations,to the picturé of the area "

The g.ravity map sholvs particularly well the eastern borders of the basin "
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INTRODUCTION

A seismic and gravity surcvey,subject of the pr'esent report,was carried out

coMpAGNIE GENtrRALE DE GEOPHYSIQIIE ( Australian Branch )

on behalf of :

AUSTRA LIAN AQUITAINE PE-IROLEUM PTY LTD

in the Port Keats area of the Oil Permit OP 2 in Northern Territory , where

Australian Aquitaine Petroleum is the operator "

This slrrvey followed rhe " Pearce Point " seismic, gravity

and magnetic survey carried out in 1963,and is called the " KULSHILL 'l

survey.

The Pârty was capable ,of operating either wj.th the reflection

or the refraction methocl" It included 3? men ,four of them expatriated

from France,and 15 basic vehicles

Turo dozers were hired for clearing the seismic traverses ?.Fd
I

shot -point patt e::'u s "

Drilling began on the 11 th July and was completed on the 24 Ih

October 1964 
"

Seismic and gravity operations \Mere conducted between the 12 -bh

July and tine 26 th October 1964 .

NIr. J"L" PENNACCHIONI, Engi.neer Geophysicj.st headed the

Party which was supervised by i\[r" C. DIKOFF,Tngineer Geophysicist "
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CHAPTER I

GEOLOGTCA L AND GEOPHYSICAL DATA

T-GEOLOGICAL DATA

Theavailableþeologica]datahavebeenSummedupinthe

final report of the " Pearce Point Sur'vey " ( August-November 1963 ) '

However, \Me give hereunder again a'summary of these data :

Thisareàismainlycoveredbythelargeoutcropareasof
permiaå and possibly Jurassic age that extend all along the eastern part

of the Bonaparte Basin,and rvhich overlap the Proterozoíc to the east "

The Permian has a minimum thíckness of 1,500 feet, ad

shown by the old coal bore ai Port Keats

ThereisapossibilityoftheexistenceofaPr-e-Per.mian

Basin near port Keats which could be deep enough to offer good possibilities

for oil explofation"and could show a sectipn comparable to that exposed

in ilre soirthern par'u of the Bonaparte Basin " In that area, a thick

Paleozoic section exists limited to the east by a major fault system

( Cockatoo fault system NNE-SS\M), and underlying the Permian ( Spirit

Hill Well No 1 ard Bonaparte WeIl No 1 ) "

The section in the southêr part of the Bonapaite Basin is

as follows :
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AGE LJ"THOLCGY TH]CKNESS

Perrnian

Upper" Carboniferot-ls

Lower Carboniferous

Upper Devoniar-t

Cambrian -Lor,ver

Ordovician

Cambrian (?)

U er Proterozoíc

Lower Proterozoic

s¿:,nclstones 
" 
shalies & limeslones

r e gio rral urt co Lrforrnity
co;lglomerate s, sa.::dstone s

r e gional lrnconfoi'mitY

sandstones, 1inle stones, siltstones
r egio-: ;rI r,ìi:.i co¡. fo r;nity
( intra- visean )

shales, limestoites osand;stones
s ilt st one s

sancl stone s, lime sio Lle s

unconi'ormity -trans gr e s sion

sand;stones & lirnestones, shales

sandstones
uncoafoi:mity

basalts , volcanic agglomerates
tuff s
unconformity

san,Js.bo:res , shales, dolomite
unconformity

metamorphic complex, gr:anite

)

)

)

)

)

1 
" 
500 feet

2 ,700 feet

4,500 feet

6,000 feet

0' -4 Ì 5,000 feet

B0r -3,000 feet

12 ,000 feet

Basement

(

2 - GtrOPIIYSICAL DATA

The plevious " itearce lrointil survey revealed the presence of

a structure iramerf Ku1shill high " It was ihought that the strurcture is

extending SS\M-NNE para11e1 to the border of the Basin . So, the general

attitude of the secliments, at least the ullper ones,appears to be from elst

to r,vest

- A syncline area 'with a:r eastern flank overlayi.ng the Proterozoic

basement 
"
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- A struclcr::'ally higìr , ccini-;l:-.{ ¿ìi.1,-i -lau-lted;t"r'ea of l{ulshÍlÌ

- A lnonocliniciri irca clio,iini, g.lìr'ii). torn¡arCs the sea .

C:i i. ': ci-lier itanil , a r'esi,liuz\ grai.rr'cy rizp shorved uorth-south drrections

r,vhrcir are D,:'obaitlLy'ln r'el-¿"ì.icn r''¡i-Lh cÌeep levels ,This cr-,.rection appears on the

isocirron map as a protubei-ànce (traverse PP9 of Pearce Point Survey 1963/

oí lÌre I(uishiiL s'cru.cture 
"

A str-rdy of '.1-.,e geomoraohological data seemed to confirm that

the falr.Lt sysi.erl on the I(ulshill high has a NNW- SS.Ð directj.on in agreement

rvrlh the gravit;r resiCuai m¿-r-p: but cìifíerent from tire d.i:ec'¿ion indicated on

tlre seisinic rrraps (Ir1 11 ancl i2 of -ihe " Pearce Point" survey repot'i; )-.

'llhese cc¡nciulr,ions ied'io lire intended program sholvn on F;-g .2;

t

.'t
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CHAP'IER II

OBJtrCTIVtrS AND PROGRAMME

- CBJ5CTIVBS1

I

i-l : The arnrs of the är'ir'\'ei¡ r;'re:'Þ :

-Toobtainbe|terc]efinitionofthestructurerevealedduringthe
PearcePointSurveyoflg63'withaviewtolocatingasuitable
drilling site

-ToimprovethequalityofthedeeperrefJectionsbyexperimental
shooting,atthesalTletimemaintaininganeconomicalandpractical
spr"ead arrangement '

_ To deiermine the depth to basement , by refraction, below the axis of

the¿nticline.Thisj.nformatioirwouldhelpdeterminethetypeofrig
needed .

-Tofollowr:.:.-ilregravitymapofPortKeatswithgravityreadingsat
each shct point of the present survey "

2 - INITIA L PROGRAMIVIE

Theworkplannedovertheareawastomakeuseofseismj.c

reflec'¿Íon, seismìc refraction an'l gravity methods

:Thecrewwastospendthefirstsixclayscarryingout
.experimentalslrootingtoimprovethequal.ityofthereflectionwithoutusing

more than 60 geoPho;res Per trace

Theirritialprogr.ammeconsj.stedofstraversesofcortinuous

profilingcoverin¿theKu]shillhighandextendingoverl00kilometres

,(-)
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Thr refractiori'¡¡ôi:Iç r¡rould follolv consisting of two probeso in

order to clr:fiire the depth-lo basernent " They had to l¡e located after the

str-urctures being cìelineated by ii:e reflection traverses .

A gravity station rvouid be located at each shoc-point "

3- MODii.rICrYf IOLi :\ì:i'Li S'.;li:.:,1' i,.,.¡l- .;;ii ll-...i_-r _iS

. 3-1: Ku.Ishill ai^ea

IroÌlorvin.g; the execu-tion of ihe initial prograrnme : Traverses Kl2 to Kl5,

traverses I{16 eLl,C K 1? wei:e added as rvell as an eastern extension of PP7

called I(7 .

3-2: No;'thei:n area

.,\ new programme was rhen,lefined on the 13 ttr August,1964 : for the

reconnaissan3e of ihe area locatecl betrn¡eetr l(ulshitt and the Moyle River ,

- Irollorving a pì-ane reconnaissance, it was decided to work on

traverse K iB,K 19, K 20, For I( 22,a grounC reconnaissance was requested

frorrr the creur"

- K 1g .¡¡oui-cl be limi'tecl to the north by tl-re Nlo.yle fìiver mark area after .

approxÌmatel¡' 2ó i<rn.

- I{ 1B and Ii 22 r,vere expecteiì ro be eriended sufficientl¡r far to the east

to reach the margin oI t,he Basin as on PPg,PP?-K? and K 13 . on I{ 1B this

was e-xpected a-bouT.2c )<tn east of PP 11 ancl on K 22 abO¡t| 28 km east of PP8"

J-.) Adcl:tions in the northern area

So:rre aclditional v,¡ork lvas ilecid,:d on i]ne 20 th August 1964 :

-TraverseK22l,vasextencle,ltotheProterozoicoutcr.ops,irearthe
irermit bor-rnrJary,over a leirgth of approxLmately 45 km

- Traverse K Z3 rvas planneci in a north-northeasterly clirection,.Ior]g

the quasi-syncline ilelectetJ ,east o: thc I(uIshill higÌr,a,rd iying traverse

PPT inthe sou.i.Ìr,;o trav'erse K 18"ii would ex1-end a ferv kilometres north

-7

of I( 18 until tìre rnarli i-s rea.ched "
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- Traverse i( 24 was planned east-west , âcross K 19 and mid-way

between K 18 and K 20."

3-4 : Adrlition in the Kulshill are

An extension of the programme \Mas communicated to ihe Party on the

9 th September 1964 
"

3-4-t - Reasons fo:' the e¡tte:i;ion :

- The results obtained so far had confirmed and defined the Ku1shill

structurally high zone but it appeared deeply affected b¡r block faulting which

requires a study of the various compartments ,

- Some geological field work conduc'bed in the area suggested ihe

existencê of an anomaly between PP 9,PPB and. K 22 "

3-4-2- It appeared necessary,therefoie, to conduct the extension in

order :

. - To complete the reconnaissance of the area between KulÉhill and the

Moyle River .

- To obtain a definition of the Kulshill area,adequate for locating a
suitable driLling site,

- To find out whether or not the geological anomaly exists at depth,

- To determine the depth to basement by refraction under the KulsirilL

area and in several other places as advisable .

3-4-3- Extended programme:

- The reflection progralpe co:rsisted of.217 shot points',i.e. 156 km

of traverses : K 21, K23 and K25'to K 33 covering mainly the Kulshill
structure,

- The refraction progrârnme was to include 36 refraction bases broken

down into 3. or 4 depth probes as directed by the results obtained with the,

reflection method" Longitudinal offset shots v/ere also planned for" ihe '

correlation of reflection and refraction results,
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- In gravity ,3 or 4 density profiles ( Nettleton ) were requested in

places showing sufficient changes in elevation '

4- PROGRAMME TIME TABLE

- The experiments were conducted from tine L2 th to the 17 th July L964.

- Traverse K L2 to K 1? and K 7 were shot.between the 18 th of JuIy

and the ? th of August ( see prograrnme 3-1- above )'

- Traverse K 18 to K20 and K 22 were carried out between the 9 th of

August and the 3 rd of Septembet L964 ( see 3-2 above )'

- Traverse K 23 and 24 wete shot between the 4 th and the 13 th of

September (programme 3-3 ) - :

- The iast refLection programme ( 3-4-3 above ) took place between the

L2 th of September and the ? th of October ' '

- From the B th of October until tlne 26 th of October 1964 the Party

carried out'the refraction probes and longitudinal offset shots c ,

- From t¡.e L2 tfr .lu1y 1urtil the 26 th October 1964,the Party carried out:

383 km of new reflection traverses,

- 36, 5 km of new refraction trar¿erses,

- 65 offset spreads for correlation of reflection and refraction

results

-677 gravity readings corresponding to 532 new stations,9 new'

bases and 3 densitY Profiles
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CHAPTER III

TECHNIQUE AND OPERATIONS

I TECHNIQUE

1-1: REFLECTION

The reflectÍon method used during the survey was the normal

split spread method:24traces were laid out and.the shot was fired mÍd-way

between traces 12 and 13.

Half of the spread i. e 12 traces were then shifted and the next

shot was fired in the middle of the new spread"This method provides a full
rrn'rker coverage.

1 -2: REFRACTION

L-2-L Refraction probe

A probe consists in recording a certain number of consecutÍve

spreads laid out between two fixed shot points"This allows two time distance

curvês to be plotted,one called " direct" and one " reverse " accordingto

the location of the shot .point in regard to the spreads .

An inventory of the markers is made,each ma.rker being

characterized by its horizontal velocity. For the present survey,some

isolated long distance shots were added in order to check the possibJ.e

exÍstence of very deep markers "

After trying surface shot on K22 ( eastern part ),it was decided

to use buried charges which represent about the sixth of the surface charges "

This was decided as an economy drive to reduce expenses and difficulties in
supplying explosives

L -2 -2 Continuous profiling

/6
0

Some shots were added to the west of line PPRT in order to
extend the interpretation. of this line until the crossing with PPR B .
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The Gardner Layat method of continuous profiling was used

( adapted from L. W. Gardner " A;tt Aerial PIan of Mapping Subsurfacè

Structures by Refraction ShootÍng ''' geophysics 194? VoI XII )

1-3 : OFF'SET SPREADS

Consecutive reflection spreads v,re.re recorded from a given

shot point up to a distance where reflected events are replaced by refracted

arrivals . This technique aims at a correlation of reflection and refraction

events

2 - OPERATIONS

2:L I Posi and withdrawal of the Pa

All vehicles reached the Port Keats.area by ro4d while the

trailers,the power plants, the fuel and explosives came by barge from '

Darwin ..
' The tracks had been improved by a dozer and a grader, but

difficulties occured in some swampy areas "

The,i¡rithdrawal was made in good conditions following a dry

spelI in weather during the second fortnight of October . '

2 -2 . Camps \

A main camp was located 6 miles south of the Port Keats

Cathqlic Mission . .

Two fty camps \ryere settled for.the northern part of the survey.

2-3 z Lo stics
'Water was taken from the Kulshil1 creek. Travelling.distances

were of the order of 7 miles ,

Perishable foodstuffs were delivered weekly to Port Keats by

a chartered plane .

2 -4 : Communications

Daily sessions were taken with the Royal tr'lying Doctor service

and with A.A.P ,Brisbane .
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2.-5 : Bulldozing

Two caterpillar bulldozens : D 7 and D 8 hired in Darwin

cleared the traverses and the éúot point patterns' A total of 1,396. ð'ozíng

hours and 448 moving hours were made .

2 -6 z Surveying

Levelling was done with a To Theodolite '
A11 tnaverses were tied to the c. G. G, 1963 network " The

Ilnfversal Transverse Mercator projection system was ado@d and all

co-ordinates and elevations were calculated in the metric system '
permanent markers ( iron pipes ) were placed along the lines

approximately every ten reflectÍon shot points"

Location rnaps were drawn at scales of 1/100,000 and

1/50,000 ( Accessibility maP ) .

2 -7 -z Drilling
Drilling was conducted with two Mayhew 1,000 air/water

rotary drills .

5 5l8t' and 4 3/4" insert bits \Mere used 
",

Water drilling was done only in the open plain and in some s\Mampy areas '
Holes were drilled'to a depth of 1,0 ft jn reflection and 30 to

60 ft'in refraction "

, Cuttings y"r: collected at each shot point for the Bureau of

Miner:al Resources .

2 -8 z Shootin

Reflection: The standard shot point consisted of 60 holes in four

paralleI lines.of 15 with 10 metres between holes and 20 metres betweeu

Iines . The lateral offset of the pattern was 100 metres and the hole depth

iO ft. 2 or Blbs of ,explosives wbre loaded in each,hole immediatety atter
:their drilling ¡ '

ô
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Refraction: One or several holes 1trere drilled at a depth of 30 to 60 feet,

depending on the charge to be loaded.

Offset Speeads : A reflection shot point was used for the fir:st offset shot

and refraction shot points for the others .

2 -g:..:. Oxplosivds

" NITRAMON " waterproof explosives were used with

ICI Submarine detonators .

2-L0 : Reçordin

Reflection :

- Recording on 24 traces,L2 lraees be'bween shot points .

- Distance between shot points z 720 metres

- Distance between traces s 60 metres

- 36 geophones per trace,in three paralIel Iines,5 metres

between geophones and 20 metres between lines

Refraction :

- Recording on two bases, consisting of 12 traces each ,

- Distance between traces 120 metres, except for the KR 22

east ( 180 metres ) .

- 12 geophones per trace in four lines ofthree,perpendicular

to the traverse . Distance between lines and geophones 5 m .

OffSet spreads :

- Recording using the reflection spread and geophone patterns

Weathering shots :

Carried out every ten reflection shot points using a special

cable with 24 outlets and interval.s varying between 5 and 20 metres ,

The recòrding unit was a " C.G.G. 59 " pulse-width modulated

magnetic assembly. It was equipped with a silmutaneous SIE-PRO 11

photographic recording.oscillograph and a sequential play-back Electrotech

MT.D.
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The magnetic tapes were processèd directly in the filed and

correctêd for both static and..rnove-out corrections,trace by trace '

2 -LL: Gravity
The gravity stations correspondbd to the reflections,shot

poÍnts,therefore,the spacing was 7,20 metres . All new reflection shot points

rvvere rçac and the network of new bases was tied to the "'Pearce Point 1963r'

network: The operatorrs programme were prepared in order not to exceed

a duration of four hours

Remark : Oper:ations are discussed at length i.n Appendix IV of the present

report .
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS
--

I- REFLECTION

The reflection work consisted of.23 traverses. They \Mere

carried out for detaÍling the Kulshill structure detected in 1963 and for

reconnaissance of the area between thÍs structure and the Moy1e River .

The best recor.ds were obtained in flat ar,eas in the Southern

part of the survey: traverse K 13,K 32 (south ).K 15 and K 33 .

Some areas gave poor results, like traverse K L4 and part

of traverse K l2,because of unfavourable and combined topographic

irregularity and tectonic complexity .

The main continuous horizons were plotted ön time cross-

sections at a scale of 1 I 50,OOO ( P1 19).Indicatigns concerning the limit of

continuous events ánd other characteristics features ;-the information

supplied by the offset spreads and the refraction shooting were also added

on the plates

A contour map of the most continuous and relÍable lnotizon

was drawn at a scale of 1/100,000. This horLzon corresponds to "lHorízon2"

of the " Pearce Point Survey " traverse PP?-PP8-PP9 and PP11 .

However,the relatively dense n.etwork of seismÍc traverses

revealecl the presence of major faults which'divide the surveyed area intb

rrrtrnent the rnanned horizon corresoonds to a differentdigtinctive compartment,the mapped horizon corresponds to a t

geoiogical formation .

It appearsthatthe major faults, I. 1, F2 and F 3 dividethe

sùrveyed area into four compartments, the correlation being easier across

the fault F 4.
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The major feature of.the presented map is the Kulshill High .

It is a culmination located on a north-south high trend, underlinôd by two

small "h¡ghs" situated north of iraverse PP9 and south of K 13.

This trend is bordered to the east by a syncline deepening

northwards. Two faults F3 and F4 , the most important bej.ng to the ea.st 
"

offset the eastern and western flanks of the Kulshill structure
To the west,the regional dip is interrupted by a structural

high ( traveises K 15-PPB)" lts extension is probably restricted .

The northern part of the survey shows a regular and gentle

dip towards the Bonaparte Gulf .

II- REFRACT]ON

Refraction work and offset spreads \Mere conducted the last
month of the survey. They suggested that a major north-south fault located

about ten miles east pf thè Kulshill high mark the dastern extension of the

basin" East of this fault high-velocity,probably Prolerozoic,formations rise
up steeply .

The purpose of the refractiori work carried out during the

present survey was to check the previous results and to bring about some

elements which would facilitate the correlation of reflection horizons cut up

by a complex fault system

However,the locations for a possibLe refraction work \

( refraction probe or continuous profiling ) are very restricted because of

majori faults or topographic difficulties . Three short and imcomplete

refraction ¡jrobes tü/ere carried out along traverse K 22, a refraction probe

was shot in,the southern part of traverse K23, a refraction traverse PPR ?

was extended westwards until the crossing with traverse PPR 8.
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'TI]- GRAVITY

The gravity reádings completed and extended the map drawn

in 1963 withg¡¿t introducing any major alterations to the picture of the area .

The gravity map shows particularly well the eastern borders of the basin.

'A1I the stations \Mere located at the seismic shot-points
ì

and [he duration of the programme , i, e readings åt a base, at stations and.. -.-

at next base was always inferioir to 4 hours in order to control the drift
of the apparatuå .

For the same reasons " readings at certain stations were

repeated in order to control the quality of the readings and the evolution

of the gravity meter 
"

A tidal correctíon and a gravitymeter drift correction were

applied, the drift being considered a linear function of the time .

The values found for the Bouguer anomaly are plotted on the

Bouguer airomaly r-nâp .

3 -1- Accuracv

Al1 bases connections \Ã/ere made according to the usual

requirements : less than 0. 1 milligti dis""epancy

The repartition of discrepancies observed at the 4? repeated

stations ( 9To of the total new stations ) Ieads to a mean probalcle error of

0.01 to 0" 03 milligal "

The KulshilÌ High is a part of a north-south trend and shows

important north,west and probably east closures" Southwards, however,the

seismic horizons,as correlated, are in a relatively high position showing

a total closure of about 70 milliseconds tone-way time.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF RESULT S AND INTE RPRETATION

PART..ONE : REFLECTI ON RESULTS

- EXPERIMENTS
The objectives of the experiments conducted during the

first week of the survey,the field operations'the parameters studied a;rd the

conclusions drawn are explained in Appendj-x rv " Play-Backs of the

experi.ments are presented on plates 23 and24 '

\Me will brieflY recall the conclusions :

-?2geophonespertracegiveonlyslightlyimprovedrecordscompared
with36geophonespertracecoveringthesamesurfacen.loutitisavery
heavyspreadtolaydownalongthetraverseÍnthistimber-covered
area .

-Surfacecoveredbythegeophonespatternisanimportantfactor,i,,
-Thebestimprovementoftherecordsqualityisobtainedwhenthe;n*ot
pointisoffsetedperpen.licularlytothetraverse.Theoptimumoffset
is considered to be around 130 metres '

2- QUALITY OF THE REFLECTI ON RESULTS

The quaLity of the reflIection reiords has already been

discussed in the previous " Pearce Point Survey " report ( Chapter V-2 )'

But as a result of the new experiments,the quality remained good although

using a spread not as heavy as the one used the'previous year '

The.bestrecordswereobtainedinflatareaSinthesouthern

part of the survey : traverse K 13 'K 32 ( south )'K 15 and K 33 '

I
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some areas gave very poor results, like'traverse K 14 and

part of traverse K L2, because of unfavourable and combined topographic

i.rregularity and tectonic comptrexity "

3 - DOCUMENTS PRESEN'TED

The sixty variable area reflection cross-sections were too

bulky to be included in the rePort "

The main continuous horizons were plotted on time cross-

sections at a scale of 1/SO,OOO ( P119 ) " Indications concerning the limit

of continuous events and other characteristics features,the informâtion

supplied by the offset spreads and the refraction shooting \Mere also added

on these plates

The most continuous and characteristic horizon mapped at

a scale'of 1/100,000 ( Pl 20 ) .

4- EXAMINATION OF THE CRCSS-SECTIONS

Certain common features allow to classify the different

traverses intP groups 3

4-l z Traverse north of traverse PPg (KzL-25-26-22-L8-L9-20-,24-eK23 ncrde)

This group can be subdivided in two groups according to the

Iocation in respect with the major F1 ( see " Contour Map " Pl 20 ¡

- West of E 1 : two strong and continuous horizons are pickable at about

600 msec one way-time .

They are separated by ?0 to 100 msec one way-time,No shallo¡re¡:

horizons .are continuousJ.y pickable. Below the main reflecto;:s conformable

and semi-continuous horizons are pickable down to 1,200- 1,300 msec except

on traverse K 18 where reflections are visible down to 1,700 msec"

Remark : AU reflection times are one-way vertical times "

-
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- Near fault Fl east of F L there is only one continuous refLector "

4-2 z Open plain and f'l-at ar.eas ( K13 -75-32-33 ) c

This group is characterized by a strong reflector

pickable between 300 and 600 msec and multiple reflections invading the

entire records , Sirallow reflectors are visible but they are not quite

continuous .

4-3 z Southeastern zone of the survey ( K23 south Kl2 east )

Two main horizons can be followed at 400 and 600 msec.

The interval reduces wheu t]ne horizon rises " Semi-continuous

reflectors are visible below the main horizon but none of them is

reliable and there is no indication concernì.ng the depth of the basin .

4-4 z Central zone of the survey ( ali other traver'ses )

Only one horizon is followed in continuity" In nearby

horizontal areas deeper, semi-continuous 'horizons, are pickatble " They

would l¡e conformable with the main horizon 
"

In dipping zones , line-ups showing a dip increasing with

the depth are visible

5- CONTOUR MAP OF. HORIZON 2 ( Ls63 ) ( P] 20 ) \

contour map of the most continuous anC reliable horizon

'was d,rawn at a scale of. L,1L00,000 . This horizon corresponds to

" Horizon 2 " ofthe " /""""" Point Survey " traverses PP?-PPB-PP9

and PP11"

Ho,¡¡ever,the relatively dense network of seismic

traverses revealed the presence of major faults which divide the

surveyed area into distinctive compartments. It is most probable that in

each compartment,the mapped horizon corresponds to a different

geoiogÍcal formation ( see Part four -3 ) .
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5-1 : Source of infoi:mation

All time-cross sections established during the present

survey ,

All traverses of the 1963 " Pearce PoirtSurvey "" Variaþle
area cross-sections of the reliable part of lines 1 to 6 ( " Port Keats

''survey 1961 " )were supplied by A.A"P"
5-2 z Correlation of faults

5¿__\ A major fault tr'l wâs intersected by all seismic traverses north
of K 22 . Its north-south direction and its west down throw are certain .

South of the traverse K 22 , Fl affects the traverse K 28

(SP's 564 to 572 )but it seems that there is a slight change of direction
since on traverse PP9 the fault area occurs at the eastern end of the

line .

5-2-2 z A second major faulting system F 2 crosses the surveyed area

along a northeast-southwest direction" This fault,seen on traverse K 15-

PP B-PP? (refraction )-K28-K29 -Kl6 and possibly K 12 and K28"wou1d

explain the very poor results obtained along most of the traverse KI4 .

Its north downthrow. decreases eastwards

5-2-3 zA north-'south fault F3, parallel to F 1 is suggested by faulterl,'

zones crossed on traverses PP? - Kl3 and traverse 1. It would be down-

thrown to the east and does not extend north of F2 
"

5-2-4 zA minor fault F 4,was found , parallel to F 3 and five miles to the

west 3 nil result zones were crossed on travêrses PP7-K31 and Kl3 " The

downthrow is to the east and appears to increase southwards from PP ?

to traverse K 13"

In short, it appears that the major faults,F.1,F2 and F 3

divÍde the surveyed area into four compartments,the correlation being

easier across the fault F 4.
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5-3 :'Description of the map ( Pl 20 )

The major feature of the presented map is the Kulshill

high " It is a culmination lo'cated on a north-south high trend,underlined

by two smatl " highs" situated north of traverse PP 9 and south of K 13.

This trend is bordered to the east by a syncline deepening

northwards,Two faults F3 and F4,the most important being to the east,

offset the eastern and western flanks of the Kulshill structure .

' To ihe west,the regional dip is interrupted by a

structural high (traverses K 15-PPB)'. lts extension is probably

restricted "

The northern part of the survey shows a reþular and

gentle di^o towards the Bonaparte Gulf.

.5-3-1 The Kulshill high was well delineated during the present survey"
'It appears as'a structure closed in all directions ocut by'three major

faults F2,tr.3 and F4"It culminates at about 250 msec south of fault F 2 
"

Ste'ep dips charácterized its northern and western flanks whi.le fault F 3

should secure the eastern closure "

Thj.s closure is horvever of the order of only ?0 msec

because of the high attitude of the horizons, along the a:<is of the trend

( minor culmination visible àLong traverse K 32 south )

5-3-2 : The alleged syncline , east of the Ku1shil1 high,in 1963 ,was

confirrned by traverses K 23,K 12 and K 22 ,

Its directioir is not well defined "This 1ow zone sug

the existeirce of a deep basin off the coast ( continuous reflections

pickable down tô 1,?00 msec on traverse K 18 west )"

5-3-3:The fault F2 splits a minor structure presenting a limited

interest near the crossing o'f traverse PP I and K 15 . The culmiiration,

at 400 msec i.s south of F 2
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-5-3.-4: The fault F1 probably underLines the eastern limit of the

sedimentary basin ( see Prt three-3 ) "
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PART TWO : REFRACTION RESULTS

, Iri 1963,during the 'r Pearce Point Survey ", refJ_ection and

refraction work vr'ere conducted along two traverses : pp7 and pp B" It
was found that the main refractors : V = 4,990 m/sec on line pp 8 ancl

v = 4,550 m/sec on line PP? underly the main reflei;or,, followed along

this traverses by 100 to 150 msec one-way time o

The purpose of the refraction work carried out during
the present survey was to check these results anci ,¡ bring about some

elements which would facilitate the correlation of reflection horizon,s

cut up by a compì-ex fault syster¡r

, However, the locatiors for a possible refraction work
( réfraction probe or continuous profiling ) are very restricted becäuse

of major faults.or topographic difficulties " Three short and incomplete
refraction probes lMere carried out along traverse K 22 , a refraction
probe was shot in the southern part of traverse K 23 and the refraction
traverse PPR 7 was extended westwards until the crossin^g with traverse
PPR8"

I- REFRAC,TION WORK ALONG TRAVERSE K 22

1-1 : Documents presented in this re port and concerning the refraction
work along traverse K 22 include :

- an " Operational diagram " (PI 5) giving the particulars of the recording
operations "

- " Time-distance curves " (Pl 6 to B )with a plotting of all refracted
events

- an " ¡nterprbtation ,Ciagram "(Pl 9 ) showing an analysis of the records
and a synthesis of the results .
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1l-2: Quality of the results

Results are complex.to the east with records showing impottant

energy changes and interferences . They are fair in the middle part of the

Iine and good ü the west .

1-3: I( 22 -east ( Pl 6 and 9 )

i"e. 8.5 lrm , at distances

ranging

Shots were performed over' 4 bases

from 0 to 20 i<rn .

Low.velocity arrivals : 2,250 to 2,500 m/sec were recorded

only from ) to t km shooting distance " Beyond, horizontal velocities of

5,000 to 6,000 rn/sec were recorded Co;:relation of these arrivals is difficult

because of the interference and a probable minor fault at the end of base 302"

Events recorded beyond the faulted zone ( base 303 shot from the east ) are

hardly pickable

Two markers \Mere probably recorded :

- A shallow'one , with a ho¡'izontal velocity of the order of 5,100 m/sec .

- A slightly deepez' one, the velocity of which is unknown because of the

,CeIÍcate correlation of events recorded lrom shot points 1? km apart ( SP's

48? and 5i1 )

This could be the basement according to the results obtained

from SP 4B? and 47? : similar apparent veiocity.and good conservation of the

energy , 
"

1-3 : K22 - centre (Pl 7-9 )

OnJ-y two bases were recorded wj.th shooting distances of 5 to

20 km For, an easier correlation from trace to trace , the distance between

traces was reduced from 180 to 120 metres tr.or.a more complete

information', results of the offset spreads shot frorn SP 4?B were also'plotted

o:rPl 7and9.
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'..*r2 km.

Lorv vel-ocity arrivals : 2,830 m/sec were recorded from 0 to

t

ffit

As for the previous probe,high apparent velocities were then
recorded: 6,000 to 6"850 m/sec,

The 6,000 -6,12'0 m/sec apparent velocities recorded between
5 and B ]s¡n shooting distance indicate the presence of a 6r 100 m/sec
( ápproximate value ) marker unde¡laying directly the low verocity
formations ,

The very different values ( 6,650-5,8b0 m/sec ) found for the
shot recorded from r7.5 to 20,5 km suggest a change of marker
although the recordi.ngs have a similar appearance g low energy 1eve1,

double on signal

1-5 : K22 west (p tg a;rd 9 )

were shot

12"6 km 
"

tr'our bases ,ire,6 kryr with a trace spacing of t20 metres
from both sides ,the"shooting distances ranging f.rorn 2 to

. A series of arrivals were reqorded, separate,C by breaks
easy to locate 

"

A correlation of direct and reverse arrivals was attempte,C

anrl the interpretation is schematicalì.y represented on plate g" The
following markers would ìre present in the area :

- a 3,000 m/sec shallow rrarker,recordeil from 2 to 4 km 
"

- a 3,350 m/sec marker,recorded from 3,5 to b xm.
- a 3,60C m/sec marker,recorded for distances of b io 9 km o

- a 4,8?5 m/sec marker (ap;oarent velocity )recorded beyond 9 km.
AII velocity values are approximate,being ihe average value

of correlated direct a¡rd reverse apparent velocitj.es "

*
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I -63 Synthesis - General remarks

A synthesis of-the results is presented on the upper part of

P] 9"

1-he important fault seeÌ1 in reflection l¡etween SPts 472 a:td

,1?5 separates two di.fferent coinpartments "

To the r,vesl.,resuits are comparable to those obtained along

traverse PPR B in 1963 ¿

- preseilce of th::ee,probably thin , sedj.mentary markers with velocities

of.2,800-3,000 , 3,35C'-3,500 and 3,600-3,?50 m/sec ,

- ulder¡eath, ,a thick forma'cion gives rise to strong.arrivals recorded

10 to about 2O krn " Its velocì.ty determined by the Gardner-Layat method

of continuous profiling is about 5,000 m/sec"

East of the fault,all these sediments have not been

deposited or have beeir eroded " The high velocity arrivals : 5,000 to

6,000 m/sec underlyi.ng undifferentiated sediments could originate fro;n

proterozoj.c formati ons. In any case,these formations are heterogeneous

as shown by the range of the apparent velocities recorded "

There is a regular w-est dip " !lhe hì.gh velocity formations

rise up towards the south-eestern eird of the traverse until their plottLng

becomes possible on the first breaks of the reflection records (SP's 507

to 513 ).

2- REFRACT]ON PROBE KR 23

2 -7 "" Field operations

Ten.bases were laid dolvn south of the major fault seen in

reflection at the crossing of traverses K 22 - K 23" The distance between
, ,:i

traces was 120 mei;res , The total length of the probe rvas 14"4 km'ånd,

in order to record up to a di.stance of about 20 km,an additional shot

point was located 6" 3 Ìcin south of the probe, in'the open plain .
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2-2 z Documents presented

- PI 4 pirotor:eduction of the time-distance curve recorded from SP 595.

- Pl 10 g " Operational diagram ", showing the particulars of the 
,i

recording o1:erations " .,'

- P] 11 : " iìime-distance curves 'r with a plotting of al1 picked aruivals .

2-3 ; Quality of the resnlls

Results were of a good quality as shown by Pl 4"

However, in order to have records of a comparable quality,very heavy

charges were to be used at SP 575 " The statistical study of the charges

( Pl 10 ) proves that a ratio superior to 7 lI existed between the charges

used at the northern and the southern shot points,although the reflection

results do not indicate any particular reason 
"

2-4 ". Results ( Pl 11 )

The following arrivals were recorded :

Distance in Km Apparent velocity in m/sec

(

0-
0"7

4, 0B

b" óD

12 "24

1"4

5" 16

6"72
1 ô nîtLAè ta

20,

2,500 -2"520
2 ,980 - 3,120

3"640 to4,180

4 "550 - 4,650

5 ,3C0 - 5, 650

BreaJrs are easy to locate and several markers were picked

as second arrivals before their-appearance as first arrj.vals ( see P1 4 )"

For the arrivals recorded up to 6-? km the energy decreases

rapidly when the shooting distance j.ncreases. The energy leve1 remains

relatively constant for all arrivals recorded beyond 7 km .
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2-5 z Interpretation

A correlation oi " Direct" and J' Reverse" arrivals was

attempted, schematically represeqted on Pl 11,' The following markers

coulcl have been recorcled :

- a 2,500 m/sec .narker , base of the weathered zone ,

- a 3,000,:n/sec r.efractor , frorn 0"? to 5 i<m 
"

- a possible 4,000 m/sec marker, recorded from 4Io 7 krrr, These

cou'Id be a 3,600 m/sec sequence to the south,disappearing norihwards.

- a 4,600 rn/sec marker,pi.ckable between 6 and L3 km 
"1'

,) a 5,450 m/sec ho::izorr, recorded beyond 12 "krr.

The correlation of the two Long distance shots. with the

refraction þrobe shots preseirts some difficulty because of the presence

of three different arrivals with 5,000-5,300 and 5,650 m/sec velocities ".

. The 5,65C m/sec first arrivals should correlate with the

5,3C0 m/sec arrival recorded frorn SP 595 beyond 12 km. The increased

apparent velocity could ìce explained by a deepeuing of the refracted

waves when i;he shooting distance increases,allowing them to reach

deeper an,l llaster forma-lions 
"

The 5,000 m/sec would lce an interference or a late arrival
of the 1,550 m/sec marker 

"

Some adrlLtional shots would have ÌreLped to explain the

origin of the iate and very stro:rg arrival 5,300 m/sec,rigorously

parallel to the arrÍval recorded fro:n SP 595 "

The comparison of iniercepts calculated at SPrs 595 and 575

sugþests a slight northward dip for the deeper markers ? 4,600 and

5,450 m/sec
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3- REFRACTICN TRA-i,''JtrRSE PPR ?

3-1 : Fie1d operations

Three bases v,/ere added to the 1963 refraction traverse PPR 7

in order to secure a cros;sing with the 1963 refractiou traverse PPR I "

1-he shooting distances and the charges lvere determined

according to the i963 v¿lues "

3-2 t Documents presented

pI tZ: " Interpretaiion diagram " : it is the diagram of the " Pearce Poi'1t

1963 " survey (Pl 17 )to r,vhich the results olttained during the present

survey were added "

PI 13 ¡ " Interpretation ¡:1ate "¡ summarizes the Gardner-Layat method

of contÍnuous profiling applied to this traverse .

3-3 : Results ( Irr 12 )

Spreads record,=d from the west were of good quality " showing

a strong and pure signal

As expecied,a break at a distance of about B km,separates the

arrivals followed in 1963 from lower velocity events ( 3,000 -3,200 m/sec )"

Spreads recordecL fror:n the east showed complex and interfered

arrivals ou base 2CB,suggesiing the presence of a fault "

Apparent velocities of 4,500 to 5,025 m/sec were:."ecorded

on the last two bases shot at distances of 7 to 20 km "

3-4 : Interpretation ( Pl 12-t3 )

The important change of apparent veÌocity :4,500 to 4,900 m/æc

notice,C on the two first recordings on bases 209-210, shot from the qast,is

compatible with the alleged change of marker at 9 km,on bases 20'I to 207 
"

Therefore,the interpr"e-caiion of 4"550 m/sec marke:: followed

in 1g63 was conl,inu.ed',¡¡estwards using shot record,:d be'lween 6 and 9 kmfor

this shooting direction

(
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All intercepts were re-compuied with a veiocity of. 4,300 m/
sec closer to the marker actual.veLocity " Results of the Gardner -Layat
interpretation arîe presented on Pl 13

The,fo.l-lçwing changes have beeir made in comparison with "

Pl 1B of the " Pearce Point Su.cvey I' reporL :

- an act:ial velocity of 4,5CC m/sec r,vas computed for bases 200 to 207 
"

- in was not taken into account of the doubtful fault visible on bases 202-203"

The possible fault noticed on basg 208 ( 3-3 above )

corresponds to a velocity change :4,500 to 4,?00 m/sec from east to west .

3-5: Traverse PPR ? -PPR B crossing (Pl 131

marker vel0city::jïj::ì;î:JJÏ;l,:ï:ïses 
PPR 7 and PPR B the

PPR ? i 4,?00 m/sec , 462 rnsec ,

PPR B z 4,980 rn/sec , 475 msec .

The'discrepancy , in our opinion, is due to the different

shooting distances used for the interpre'cation : along traverse PPRB

intercepts were computed :.or shooting distances exceeding 10 km whilst,

a1o¡rþ traverse PPR Tointercepts co;'responding to shooting distances of 6 to

10 km were selected "

The velocity discrepancy could ¿rlso be exaggerated by an

anisotropic effect,PPR B and PPR 7 bei.ng perpendicul-ar o '
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PART THREE

1- OFIISET SPREADS

1-1 " Programme

Offset spr.eads extending over distances of 5 to 10 km'were decided

at various locations where they could help the correlation of refLection and

refraction arrivals "

Three locations were chosen close to a refraction probe z K 22 SPrs

465 and 478"K 23 SP 58,3 . One took place on traverse K 16 but close to the

crossing wj.th the refraction traverse PPRT and the last one was carried out

on traverse PPB ,

1-2" Documenis presented

PI L4 l.o 17 present an assembly of corrected play-bacl<s with

a picking of the different reflections and refracted arrivals "

1-3" Results and Interpretation

1-3-1" K22 SP 465 {Pl 14 a)

This SP has been use,C for a refraction probe ( see Pl 9)" Beyond

tine 2,550 m/sec shallow arrival, the same succession of arrivals was found:

2,800 - 3,300 ancl 3"600 m/sec ,The distance of 7"92 krn was obviously too

short to allow a correlation of the " 1,87 5 m/sec" marker, recorded in

refraction at 9 km r,vith tlte corres'ponding reflection hoi'izor "

Horvever, a probable correlation was as'sumed and indicated on

PI 14 a,locating the reflector 130 msec one-way time deeper than the mapped

hol'izon "

r-3-2" K 22 SP 4?B ( Pl L4 b )

A relÌab1e correlaiion of the mapped horj,zon with the high -veloci.ty

arrivals recorded as from 2 km is provided by these offset spreads "
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1-3-3" K23 SP 58S ( Pl 15)

The refracted arrivals can loe compared with those recorded

from SP 595 of the refraction probe KR 23 :

SP 595 SP 588

2 ,500 m/.sec 2 ,800 m/sec

2 ,980 3, ooo

3,640 3,900

4,180 - 4,.550 4,300

The 3"900 m/sec arrival could correlate with a reflection

pickable aI 270 msec one-way time and the mapped horizon with the 4,300

m/sec refracted arrivals 
"

(

r-3-4" K 16 SP 325 ( Pl 16 )

Low velocity refracted arrivals are recorded up to a distance of

5 km : 2,500 - 2,700 and 2,800 m/sec " They would coruespond to shallow

reflections,down to 200 msec one-\¡/ay time "

Beyond 5 km strong 4,ooo m/sec arrivals are easily pi.ckable 
"

They correspond., most probably,to a reflection timed aI 4IO msec one-way

time , i,e 70 msec one-way time below the mapped horizon "

1-3-5, PP B SP 110 ( P] 17)

Along thê 1963 reflection-refraction traverse PP 8 offset spreads

were recorded up to a distance of 9.6 km, the shot point used being located

2"4krn north of SP 9917 which was the southern S"P, of the 1963 refraction
probe ( see Pl 13 of the 1963 I' Pearce Point Survey" report )..

The refraction velocity values are cor¡parable and ihe 4,550 m/sec

arrival recorded beyond ?.5 km corresponds to the 4,980 m/sec marker

studied by the Gardner-Layat method in 1963 .

(
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Correlatioa of reflection and refractiolr arrivals is hazardous

because of the very low leveI of rgfJ.ected energy pickable on the records 
"

It is assumed that the 4,550 m/sec arrival corresponds to a

reflection timed at 580 rnsec one - way time"about'120 msec deeper than the

mapped horizon "

2 - REr'LECTIO ì{-REFRACTTON COi\ÍPARISON

2-I. Traverse PP7

A valuable information for the comparison of reflection and

refraction results is supplied by the offset spreads carried out on traverse

K 16-"The shot point üsed : SP 325 is at the crossing of thi.s traverse with

PP 7 : SP 17 .

Results obtained on both traverses are quì.te comparable : the

4,000 m/sec arrivals of Pl 16 correspond to the 4,150 m/sec arrivals
recorded beyond 5-6 km on bases 200-201 of the iraverse PP R ? ( Pl 12)"

Hence, it can be assumed that thè vertical one-way time of 4L0 msec read on

PI 16,( see 1-3-4 above ) cor"responds to the delay time of 312 msec read at

SP 1? of traverse PPR ? ( Pl 13), ttre marker veLocity being 4,500 m/sec'

Therefore cos a Delay Time 372 0.76
Vei'iical time 41 0

Thj.s value was used for the delay times to vertical times

conversion along traverse PP7 ( see the PP? cross-section ) "

Si.nce cos a : 0" 76 , sin a = 0" 65 = vertical velocity
marker velocity

and the vertical.velocity Vo = 0" 65 x 4,500 = 2,900 m/sec"

This is a confirmation of the value adopted for the delay to depth transformation
:''¡

in 1963
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The time cross-seciion of traverse PP7 shows a good conformity

of the reflection and refraction honizons.

The later lies 100 to 130 máec deeper except for the culmination:

SP's 20 to 22 but there the reflection results are not very reliable

2-2.TraverseK22
Another value for cos a, but questionable because the delay-time

is unknown,is supplied by the offset spreads recorded from SP 4?B ( PI 146 ).

To a vertical two-way time of.448 msec c'orresponds an intercept of 370 msec
370 0. 82 5.( Pl 7 ) : ttrus cos a is approxi.mately 448

Thj.s value was adopted for an intercept-time to vertical-time

transformation of the intercepts calculated along traverse K 22 and plotted

onPI 9. 
'

This allov,¡ed to extend the reflection horizon eastwards, in an area where the

reflection results show a Iack of continui.ty .

3 - TENTATIVE IDENTIITICA']IION OF :THE MAPPED HORIZONS

3-1 A tentative ideittification was proposed inthe 1963 report,it was

assumed (P.42) ttrat the reflectÍon irorizon 2 rntgbt be Carboniferous and the

refraòtion rnarker 4,550-4,980 m/sec related to Devonian forrnatj.ons as it is

considered that,Ín the stratigraphic scale,only the Devonian limestone may

give velocities up io 5,000 m/sec
. On the other hand A.A"P. has conducted a seismic àurvey in the

LEGUNE area where slow velocities ( 4,500 m/sec) lvere recorded on upper

Proterozoic outcrops

Untill the data from the well to be d ritled on thi.s area are known,

j.t seems more advisable to speak only of seismic horizons and corrdation

between seismic horizons than to give geological names to the layers

followed by geophysical methods
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3-2" A difficulty appeared to correlate the ltorizort mapped in the different

compartments"

Across the fault F2 : compartrnents IV and I are tiec by'means of the

traverse PPR 7 " It was assumed that the 4,500 m/sec marker in

comp¿rtment I and the 4,700 - 4,980 rn/sec marker in compartment IV

represent very close geologi.äal forrnatÍons "Moreover,the offsc;i spreads

confirm that the reflection irorlzon mapped overlies the above refraction

markers by L20-140 milliseconds on both traverses PP? and PPB 
"

Across the fault F 4 :reflection data alone cannot þe correlated with

security.Assuming that the refraction marker,the velocity of which decreases

to 4,500 m/sec ou the top,iq,the s,ame all along the traverse PPR?,it is

beh.eved that the reflection horizon mapped between the faults F4 and F3, at

a constant distance above the refraction marker, is the same than the one

followed in compartment IV and I "

...j¿:

Across the fault F 3 : reflection correlation is quite impossible along

the traverse PP ? . But it is easier when following the traverses K 16 or K 32

and K 13"Then following the previous traverse 5 and'the new K 23 one,Ít

appears that the horizon mapped is only 50 to B0 milliseconds above the

4,600 m/sec refraction marker 
"

The refleclion and refraction levels may be not exactly the same

than those follov,¡ed in compartmehts IV and I but it can be assumed they

probably belong to the same geological formations 
"

. The qlosure of the ì-oop can be made along K 27 across the fault

F 2" This lead to consider two other faults at SP 604 and SP 606"downthrorvn'.

to ihe north-west,and to a complex knot of faults .
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4- ç184,_V_ITY ( P] No 21-22)

4-1" Neiwork of bases ( etate No 21 )

The network of bases'established during the 1963 " PEARCE

POINT SURVEY " was basically used and nine new bases were addecl and tied
to it " They are from the north to tkre south , 406,86?, gls,47o,25L,zzo,zz7,

10 and 280 " The misclosure,s found were all inferior to 5 hundredths of a
rnilligal , they rvere, compensated along the new ties without changing

anything to the old ones 
"

4-2 " Bouguer Anomaly ( Ptate No 22

The values added during the present survey alIowed. a better
drawing of the rnap previously presented in 1963 and extended it toward the
south and toward the north with traverses K 1B-L9-20 and 24" Tine new map

at a L'JI00" 000 scale includeç all the values of both surveys calculated with
a rock density of 2.1 and'j.s drawn with a one milligal contour interval .

4-3" Discussion of the results

The Bouguer values show a very large negative anomaly covering
all the area surveyed "

The central " low" exte'dr; along a N.N.F,S"S"W.axis and is
located along the northern third of PPS,the western part of K22 " PP f.1 and

the northern part of K 21 
"

Towards the west and the southn a rather regular gradient shows

an increase.of the Bouguer values from - 14 to + 10 ,i.e of 24 milligals 
i¡.-t

The north was not surveyed and contours cannot be d::awn o ',

Toward the east the gradieirt j.s of 50 milJ-igals along 30 kilometres
i" e , an average of 1. ? milligal per kilometre but this gradÍent is not, regular,
between sP 471 and 47{traverse K22)it is of about 15 millì.gals i.e
approximately 5 mi1liga1s per kilom.etre. and along a section perpendí.cular to
the contours just north of K 22, it reaches 6"4 milligals per kilometre .

4
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'Westward, a positive'anorh:.ly appears north of SP 500,traverse

K?2"

But_the geneial'ova1 shape of this very large anor¡raly is very often

disturbed locally by sudden changes of the gradients " ,.ir,

A residual t3ouguer anomaly coulcl be drawn by substracting a

regional one but the choice of the latter wouLd be rather difficttlt .

Follo.¡¡ing another way to study the gravity data the c'urve of the

Bouguer anomaly we.re drawn along the seismic traverses K L2-KL3-KlB-K20-

K22-K23-K24-K27 and PP? ( Pl 19 a to 19 i )considering,the regional

anomaly Ís easier and the variations of gradient may be correlated with the

seÍsmic data . -
It appears imrnediately that the large negative anomaly is not to be

corrêþted with any of the levets foll-owed by the seismic techniques.I! 
_is

probably tied up to deep events and isosiatic effects "

Towa¡ds the east,the gradient may partly correspond to the

uprise of lower Proterozoic and older levels outcropping in this direction .

Towards the west,the gradient may correspond to isostatic

effects due to the vicinity of the ocean and the deeps of the Timor Sea .

On the contrary the irregularities may be correlated to the

sedimentary structures , mai.nly to the faults

The best example is gi.ven by traverses K 22,K 18,K24 where the

gravity anomalies .{1,42,43 correspond to the fault Fl, and where the

contours are practically perpendicular to the general trend of the fault "

Along K22 and K 1B,the anomaly may be estimated to 14 mì.11iga1s

approximately and the corresponding throw of F1 (h) is ro:rghly given by the

fori.nula :

ì - Ae .ii 24 hgn = o-+io-a;--
. \Mhere À g is the value of the anomaly and d the contrast of

density "
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C.onsÍdering d = .4 gener-a1Iy adopted in this area :

h i.aoA.g
h calculated in metres

' A C calcul-ated in milligals
Consequently the throw across K 22 anC K 18 would be

approximately 8,10 metres "With a contrasi of density d = .3 it r,vou1C be

7L20 metres ,i

It appears reasonable to say that the throw of F1 ,ì.n this àr'aà;''

should be of B0O io 1100 rnetres 
"

Across K24, the anomaly is only of 7 to B mi11igals correspon-
ding (ford =.4 )tottre 420to 4B0metres,withd = " 3, itwould
correspond to 560 to 640 metres.

Accordingly the throw should be of 450 to 650 metqes,that means

it should decrease towards the north .

Further north ,it cannot be estimated across K20 as the traverse
was not extended enough to'¡¡ards the south-east and the shape of the eastern
part of the anomaly is unknown "

The orientation of the traverse K 23 is too close of the trend of the
contours to allow any computation across the complex system of fault F1-F2"

The traverses K27 and K 12 show an anomaly ,A 4, not well
delineated along K 27 but that may be estimated to 4 to 5 miJ-IÍga1s along KL2 ,

i.e t'o a throw of.250 to 400 metres across F 2.

The variation of gradì.ent along Pp ? and K 13 are very small
when crossing the faults F3,F4 and tr'2"This should mean that the throw of

these faults are small but confirm the fact that the compartment between the

two faults F 3 and F 4,is sunk in'correlation with the other compartments"
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PART FCUR

COMPARISON WIITH PREVIOUS RESULTS

1- SEJSMIC

The seismic traverses shot in 1963 wei:e re-Ínterpreted during

the present survey " OnIy minor moCifications were to be brought to the

pr:evious interpretation" However, the deep ltorizon mapped and called

" horizon 3 " appeared'to be questionable and not continuous over distances

long enough to allow its maPPing "

The m.ain change concerns ihe contour map ( PI 20 ) summartzing

the information relative to a reflector followed all over ihe surveyed area "

The dense network of seismic lines Ín the central area permitted

to draw a satisfactory picture of the fault systems "Although simi:Iì.fied, this

picture fits rvith the inforrnation supplied by other sources .

In any case, the featul'es presented in 1963 on the contour map

of horizons 2 and 3 were not secured and " could be deepty changed by further

work " as it was stated page 28 of the final report in 1963 "

The present map is, without any doubt, much more detailed and

accurate than the schematic map drawn in 1963 from ihe results of three

seismic traverses "

2 - GRAVITY

A brief comparison of the " Bouguer anomaly map " drawn in

1963 and 1964 is made in Part three -4 abovp .

(
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PART FIVE

ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

Objectives defined in bfrapter II were met satisfactorily .

1-' The KulshÍll structure v/as delineated ,

2- The reflection experiments led to a spread giving, generally spea.king,
:"T¡

a quality of data better than during the 1963 survey due to three factors , 'r'

- Wide'surface covered by the geophones pattern ,

- Perpendicular tp the trav'erse offsetting of the shot points pattern "

i - Increase of the number of'traces allowing a better correlation between

tra ce s

3- Refraction technique \Mas hampered by the topographical irregularities,
the dense.faulting system" It was nearly impossible to shoot long.spread to

shot point distances in order to record arrivals from deep markers if they

exist i

4- The gravity.readings made at each new shot points allowed a more

secure drawing of the Bouguer anomaly contours " Thus, it becarne possible

to compare the seismic and gravity data and to show the relation between

both technics mainly when crossing the faults .
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CONCLUSIONS

The three and a half rno.iìth survey carried out durin g L964 o'i,rer

the Port Keats are of the Oil-'Perrnit AP 2, in órder to complete the 1963 one,

bror-rght a major contribution to the knowledge of the area -

In 1963 , the existence of the Kulshill High was discovered at the

end of the survey according to the data along the traverse PP ? anrl ttre si.-lth

west extension of the traverse PP B shot during the Last days of the survey ,

In 1964, the quality of the recordings was improved , if the area

wçre foun,C very prospective due to the results of the next well to be driIled,,

some ne\M experiements might be carried out in order to check again if the

data could not be improved .

At the present siage , it was possibl-e to delineate rather well

the Kulshill structure and its complex system of faults and a drilling
locatiþìr can be defined

This ,structure 
appears well closed all around the top which is

strongly faulied, Flowever,the knowledge of the vertical velocíties and the

identification of the seismic ho:'izons are too limited and fragile to allow an

estimation of the thickness of the prospective layers , The complex fault

system makes the problem more delicate to solve sj.nce the correLations

between the differçnt compartments are not perfectJ.y secure 
"

It seems that drilling north of the fault F 2 would be the best r,vay

to extend the knowledge of the horizons to a wide area towards the north and

east and maybe to the offshore data 
"
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C. DIKOFF

Seismic Supervisor

BRISBANE, January, 1965

It rnay be advisable noJ to di ill toc close to tr2 as the top of the

structure may be eroded and a párt of the geoJ-ogical sec'rion rnissing "

S. LtrMONDE

Australian Branch Manager
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APPENDTX T

PERSONNEL

The pei'scnnel requir:ed by the agreement and present o:r the party are
lisled below

Basic Complement.
1- SEISM]C PARTY rneans

Office Party Leader

SeismoJ.ogist

. Cornputer

Administrative as sistant
Surveying

Surveyor

Helpers

Recording

Observer

JunÍor observer

A,ssÍstant.

Shooters

Helpers

Drilling

Field Manager

Drillers
Helpers

Mechani.c

Assistant Mechanic

1

1

1

1--

1

3

1

1

1

1

2

Õ

1

2

2.

1

i

1

1

1

GraviÐr

Gravity operator
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Camp

Basic Comp1ement.
rrleans

Camp boss

Cook

Helpers

Driver

TOTAL 33 +4 J¡

The Party Leader,the Seismologist,the Surveyor and the

Observer \/ere exp¿triated from France,the rest of the personnel was hired

in Brisbane.

2. CIVIL ENGINEERING PARTY

Two Bull d.ozer operators and one driver were supplied by

Monk ( Darwin ) at the beginning of the Party. One operator was. added the

last month when a'more intensive work was llecessary

1

1

2

i.

,f-
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1- VEHTCLES

Office

APPEND]X II

EQUIPMENT

9""ygy'L9

R ecording

Drilling

2 -CAMP

- 1 Land.Rover ,109 inches

- 1 Land Rover,L09 inches

- 1 Recording truck International 160,four wheel drive

- 3 Land .Rovers ( cabte carriers )

- 2 Land Roüérs (,shooting trucks ) + 1 ( comp]-emeniary mears)

- 2 International 190 four wheel drive drilLing trucks

- L lnbe¡'national R 190 4 x 4,equiped with two 800 gallons

water tanks

- l Land Rover,109 inches

Camp

ì llnteruational 1604x4SuppJ-ytruck

GravJy

- 1 Land Rover,109 inches (complementary means )

Note : The following vehicles were in stand by at the camp :

- 1 International 190 four wheel drive drilling trucl<

-.i. Land.Rover,lO9inches 
I -

- 1 Land Ro'rer,109 inches was kept at the dispos::.l o.i AAP.

The camp consisted of :

- 2 air conditioned trailers : office and k¡Ltcìren

- 1 workshop trai.i-er

- 1 power plant trailer with two 1B KVA pLants
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- 10r x 10r a:nd 201 x 20t individual and collective tents

3 -SPECIAL trQUIPMENT

3 -L Surveying

- 1 \Mild To Theodolite

- Staffs , compasses , binoculars

3-2 Recordine'

- One recorder Type C.G.G, 59 r,vith a. puLse widil: m.odul,ated

magnetic recording. Sequential field play-back facility u¡ith

the C.G.G. MTD corrector allowing for variable area or

wriggLy line reproduction

- 1 SIE-PRO Li,2'5 traces,photograpÌric recorder

- 1 set o',24 C.G.G. refraction filtres

:. output, equiped for radio transmission of the time break

- 1 C.G.G. manual blas'iing box

3 -3 Geophones -Reflection

- 900 Hall Sears Junior geophones 20 c,p,s, 245 ohms on

jumpers of 12 with 15!iniervals. Geophones are connected in

peiraì-lel on the jumpers.

R efraction

- 300 FIa11 Sears refraction geophones,215 oitm,s ,4,5 c. p. s

3 geopÌrones are conirected in parallel on a Jumper.

3-4 Cables

R e fle ction

- 9 portable cables with 3 take cuts by cable alloiving for

recordÌng of.24'lraces with up to 200r betr,veen tra ces.

H elra ctron

- 2? hel-icoidal portable cables,1000 feet long rvith one take-

out by cable.
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One weathering zone s
tpecial cable rvi!¡. 24 take-cuts , one

HS-J geophone per take out

3 -5 Radi.o

- 4 VHF " PYE Ranger" typ'",frequency rnoCulatecl, with
attachments for radio transmission of the shot instant.

- 1 HF PYE transmitter receiver for communication with
the Royal Flying Doctor ServÍce network.

3 - 6 Drilling

- 2 Mayhew 1000 equiped for ai.r/rvater drilling ( + 1 in
,, stand-by )

- Air compressor Gardner Denver W x H type 100 p. s. i.

- Derrick height = 22 leeL

- Drilling pipes : 20 x 15 feet

3 -7 - Engineering

- 1 Caterpillar D 7 Bul1 dozer

- L Caterplllar IJD B Bul-l dozer

- 1 Rover and one \MÍIlis for transportation of operators
and supplies.

3 -8 Gravity

- Onê \Morden gravitymeter, Pioneer type , No 41

a
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APPENDIX ITI

HISTORY AND S-fATISTICS

All figures concerning ihe statistiqs of the survey are presented on Fig 3'.

1-HISTORY

1-1 Seismic

The main events of the survey are recalled hereunder :

- Begining of the sur:veying and dozing 7 tl'r

- First drilling 11 th

- First seismic shot 72 il1

- Last drilling 24'eh

- Last shot 26 tI1

On the twenty seventh of October the Party leit OP 2.

1-2 Gravi :(seeFig3)

2 - STATISTICS

2 -1 Seismic Statistics

The contract called fo::'190 hours of production per month,

but clue to the short.time avaiLable before the beginning of the lvet season,it

was decicle.l after discussi-on rvith the client to increase that amount, The

average worke,C hours for the 4 rnonths was 255 hours 1:er month. Froduction

lvas improved compared wÍth the " PEARCE POINT SÜRVEY 1963 ". This was

mainly. clue to a better knowledge of the working conditions in the permit anC

an increase of the equipment potenti.ality , Considering the great difficul.ties

in suppiying spare parts for túe vehicles and the drills on this perrrrit, one

Ma¡zhew and one Land .Rover'\,vere kept in stand-by in o,:der io have enough

equipmeut on the field in'case of a break do'',vn

of Jul-y

of July

of July

of October

of October
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kil0metru" *"."':J:Ï:::ï-.îï::,:ï:i::" 
n""" and 0 47 nev¡ ,i

In Refractior.,the'average production was of 0, 65 spread and

0. 36 km per hour, The above production lvere affected by several changes of

prÌogram and travelling difficulties
. 2 -2 DrIJ.ling Statistics

Two cìrills were useC , ot-Le w-as in s'iand-by, The average

production was211 feet per hour

The drilling rvas general-ly done by air in soft formations ,

excepd in the open plain where water had to be used .

2 -3 Dozing Statistr'.cs

2llo of the total dozing time \Mas spent in travelling. The

travel was reduced during the last two months when a better'kno.,vledge of

the program allowed a betier work pl.anning

2-4 Gravity S;atistÍcs

Calibration of the gravitymeter was done in BrÍsbane on the

7 th August 1964.

The first res'ults on the field u/ere obtained on the 26 tyr

August L964 ,

Last readings were made on the 11 th October 7964,during this period :

- 9 new bases were established

- 532 ner,v and 47 repeated siations lvere measured

- a total of 6?7 readings were made

SI
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APPENDIX ]V

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

1- OBJECTIVES

According to thre results obiained during the PEARCE

POINT SURVEY in 1963,it r,r'as decided to carry out sorne erperiments
during the first week of the survey in order to try to improve the quality

of the arrivals recorded

It was expected that an increase of the number of geophones

per trace , of the number of holes or of the surface coverecl either by the

geophones or the shot point pattern would improve this qual-ity. However,

for economical reasons,i.t r,rras decided not to exceed a number of 60 geophones

per trace .

It rvas also expected that deeper reflections might be

recorded ( if they were exÍsting ) .

2 -PARAMETERS STUDIED

The 1963 PtrARCtr POINT SURVEY had demonstrated the

high value of patterns of shallow holes used as shot -points. Consequently it
was decided not to experiment again deep holes but to use only shallorv holes.

The parameters studied \Mere :

- Number of geophones per traces

- Patterir of the trace (density,surface,shape etc" ". )

- Number of holes per shot point

- Pattern of the holes ( density , surface , shape , etc. . .

3- TECHNIQUE SELECTED

The follorving principl-es were follorved:;

- One parar.neter only m'ust be changed from one shot to the other

'I
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- Arri.vals àre r,ecorded along a reference spread and si-muJ-taneously

along'a comparison spread,

- Comparisons are conclucted from a reference shot point.

In orcler to obtain these results the " fold-bacl< spread" tvas

used: One cable !2 traces is laid out r,vith a reference geophone pattern

( 60 metres between traces,36 geopÌrorles per trace ),¿rnd .Lire second ca'ple

is laid out parallel to the first one with another geophone pattêrn ( 6 traces

spaced 120 metr es,72 geophones þer trace for example )

4 -FIELD OPERAT]ONS

Experiments rvere conducted according to the Ínstructiorls

given by A.A. P, along traverses :

-K 12 : SP 204 to 209

-KL4 : SP 236 to 238

in, the central part of the sur"vey, close to the culmination of the Kulshill Iligh
.(seeFigl)

Locally and during the course of the survey, sorne spreads

were reshot in-order to checÌ< if the pattern and charge currently adopted

gave the best results
'- The different geophone patterns used are indicated on the.\

figure 4 a . The different hole patterns shot are shorvn on the figure 4 b ,4 c

and 4 d. In every.case,the number of the shot-points r,vhere a given pattern

was 'used is indica'ued.

The Figure 4 e is a summary of the experiments carried out

The records are presented on Plates 23 and 24 o1 'uvhich are

shown also the main parameters for each shot
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5 - CONCLUSIONS

It appears rather di.fficult to drar,v very reliable conclusions

from these experiments. I¡urtirer sersmic'.un¡ork showed that the maiir reason

is that they were carrie,l out in an al:'ea of complex anC :aulted tectonics and

close to the top of the Kulshill higir .

Ho'.vever, the foJ.l-owin¡g poirits rn.*ay be pr-rt forrvard 3

- The 60 metres spacj.ng between traces ålows a better correlation than the

double 120 metres spacing

- The improvement gi.ven by 72 geophones per trace compared to 36 seems to

be very slight "

- But the total surface covered by the geophones pattern appears as an

important factor

- An.increase of hol-es per shot-i:oint Ímproves the resuLts .

- Also a perpendicular to the traverse offset of the shot-point improves the

quality of the recordings

Following these e:<periments the follor¡¡ing spcead was adopied :

- Disbance between traces 60 metres 
"

- 35 geophones per trace,in 3 lines para11e1 to the traverse
( Fig 4 a) , 5 m between geophones ,20 rn betr,veen lines, the

surface covered (2,200 rseuare metres )neing the same as the

one covered by,the pattern used during the 1963 " Pearce Poj.nt

Survey " but with only 36 geophones instead of 6C.This fact

allo.wed an.important increase of the output

The shot-poini consisied of 60 iroles in 4lines of 15,paral1eL to the traverse,
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These charaeteristics take into account :

- The results of tfíe exPerim.ents,

- Economical reasons ( 36 geophones instead of 72 )'

Production conditions : it is easier to, clear with a bulldozer

4 lines.of 15 holes than 6 lines of 10 holes , although the.

cleared lenght Ís the same Ín bolb casês '

(-

(.
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A PPE NDIX V

TECHNIQUE

1. REFLECTION

1'- 1 . Continuous profi)-ing

The'reflectÍon method used during the survey was the

coventional sþ1it spread recording. Twenty four recording stations are laid out

and the shot is fired mid-way between stations 12 and 13 .

Half of the spread ,i" e. twelve recording stations are then

shifted forward and the next shot is fired in the middle of the spread .

1-2. Offset Shots

Consecutive reflection spreads are recorded from a given shot

point up to a distance where the reflected events are replaced by refracted

arrivals.Reflection instrumental settings are used for the centr.e and the first

offset spreads.Then refraction instrumental settÍngs are used . 
,.ir.

These spreads atlow.a correlation of refLectj.on and refraction

events

2 - REFRACTION

2 - 1. Refraction probe

A probe consists in recording a certain number of consecutive

refraction spreads laid down between two fixed shot points . This allowed two

time-distance curves to be plotted: one called " direct" and one called

" reverse " accordi.ng to the location of the shot in respect to the rqcording
1r

spreadsT,An inventory of the markers is made,each nLarker being

characterized by its horizontal veLocity . For this survey the distance between

the shot points,whi'ch varies with the depth to be investigated,varied from

8.5 to 14 km .
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2 -2 " Continuous

The Gardner -Layat method of continuous profiling has been

used by C"G"G. since Lg52"This.ínethod is modified and adapted f,rom L"W"
Gar:dner " An aerial plan of mapping subsurface str,uctures by refraction
shootÍng " ( Geophysics Ig47,Volume XII,page 22L )" Recording is conducted

with twenty four recording stations.After completion of the shots at one

location twelüe recording stations are shifted fo{ward 
"

The result of the computation is a delay time curve" Thedelay-
time is easily converted into depth using the formula :

Depth =Kxdelayx V
cos g

With K '= anisotropy factor

V = overburden velocity
, Sin 0 = overburden velocity/marker .velocity

3 - GRAVITY

3-1'" Network of bases

9 bases \Mere added to the previous network settled during the

1963 I'Pearce Point survey", All are Jocated at seismic shot points"
3 -2 " Stations

All the stations were located at the seismic shot-poÍnts and

the duration of the programmes,i.€. readings at a base,at stations and at next

base was always inferior to 4 hours in order to control the drift of the
apparatus"

For the'same reasons,readi.ngs at certain stations were
repeated in order to control the quality of the readings and the evolution of the.,

,,/'gravity meter"

A total of 532 gravity stations \Mere determined.,4T of which
were repeated:i" e":91o-817o of I]ne repeated stations show a difference inferior
or equal to"04 miIligals"
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APPENDIX VI

F]ELD OPE IONS

1 -POSITIONING AND WITHDRA\MAL

and withdrawal JÏ :::"Ï::". :::Ï:;'* 
survev" experience' positioning

- by tracks for aÌ1 vehicles,

- by barges for the trailers,
A d,ozer was sent 10 days ahead of the convoy to open a track,

particularly in the river beds,between Daly River and Port Keats" A grader

was also used at the beginnlng,the convoy however ivas bogged one day 40 miles

from DaLy River and the bulldozer had to be called back to puII the heavy

vehicles out .

The withdrawal was made in better conditions followÍng a dry

spelt in weather one week before moving . A bull dozer followed the convoy

j.n case of emergency but was not used .

2- CAMPS ( see Fie 1')

A main camp situated 6 milés south of the Port Keats Cathoh-c

Mission,at the intersection of three trails was used as base camp for the

majority of the traverse exploitation" Tvro fly camps CSl and CS2 were

established for the exploitation of the northern part of the survey" The two fly

camps were settled without interruptÍon in the normal routine of the party 
"

3- LOGISTICS

3 -1 . Water Supply

Fr.esh water supply was taken from the Kulshill Creek ,l""t'th"
main camp"When water was needed for drilling purpose j.t was tal<en from the

nearest water point" Travelling dis'cances did not exceed 7 to B miles .

u
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3 -2. Food Supplies

Perishable foodstuffs were delivered weekly to the Catholic

Mission by a chartered plane ( O mifes from the main camp ) "

Tinned. foodstuffs were delivered by supply truck fortnightr" 
:,

a first stock being.sent at the beginning of the survey by barge .

3-3 Fuel,Lubricants and explosives

The main supply was made by barge at the start of the survey,

the complement was delivered by road at the end of September "

4- COMMUNICATIONS

3 Daily sessions \^/ere established with the Roya1 Flying Doctor

Service,

2 dally sessions with A"A"P allowed to send directly all
technical information using a single band radio transmitter "

5- BULL DOZER

2 bulldozers HD 7 hÍred byA.A"P from G" MONK in Darwin

worked for the party for the opening of traverses and shot point patterns"

2 operators were in charge of the bulldozers, a Land Rover

and a driver supplied al.so by G" Monk dj.d the general supplying. Food and fuel

\Mere bought at the main camp.

At the end of the survey a third operator was add'ed and a HD ?

bulldozer was replaced by a HD 6.

6 -SURVEYTNG

6-1 Basic documents

The basic documents were the locatÍon map,and the survey

books of the previous 1963 survey"A complete set of aerial photographs,reduced

photomosaics and photo-maps at approx. scale L l48" 000 lvere supplied by A"A" P

and gave a very vaiuable hel-p 
"
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6 -2; Pegging

Refl-ection: i2 traces at 60 metres \,vere fÌagged between two

successive shot points,The shot point spacing was 720 metres.

The profite location was established close to the proposed

location after a study of the aerial photogr4phs and photomaps.

Refractiort,24 traces spaced 180 m al-ong K22 est

24 traces spaced I20 rn along K 22 west and center

24 traces spaced .100 m along P P R7

6-3" Level-ling

A Theodoh.te To and two metric staff were used"'The distance

between each sight \Mas generalLy 180 metres (3 traces ) "

6-4. Closures and ties ( see Pi 2)

All traverses'were tied to the 1963 network"The loops \,vere

included in this network and the misclosures are indicated on Pl 2.

Calculated co-ordinates were not compensated. Calculated

elevation were compensated "

6-5 . Proiection system

TIre Universal- Transverse Mercator projection ( Zone 6

Austral-ia series) was adopted " Co.ordinates and.elevations \Mere calculated

in the metric system.

6 -6" Permanent markers

10 feet long iron pipes \Mere placed along the lines i.

approximately every 10 reflection shot points. The name of the traverse "Íoi 
rt-t"

shot point number were carved on the pipes .

Their location is indicated on the location rn¿ps at a sçale of

t/q0,000 and 1/100,000, A list of the permanent markers ivith the corresponcìing

po-ordinates and elevation is given at the,eird of the Appendices 
"

6 -?" Documents supplied

- -,Locatì.on map at a scale of 1/l-00,000 with a plot of the
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previous surveyrs traverses ( Port Keats 1961- Pearce Point

1e63 ).

- Locatiol-1. accessibility ma;os at a scale of l-/SO,OOO with a

plot of seismic and gravity traverses of the above surveys,

and the main topographic features, The principal aicess trails
were also indicated.

7 -DRILLING
DriJ.ling was conducted witln 2 Mayhew 1,000 air/water rotary

clrills. Insert bits 5 5/8" were used to a Kelly depth ( 10 feet )" 4 314" insert
bíts were used for deeper drilling 

"

H o1 e s \M e r e o"',,lo"l " " 
ïi:lî : Jff ä i;"":i: ": "i iîi", ;i: ä,"î,"\M 

a mp s

refraction 
"

A sample of the cuttings \Mas taken systematically at each

shot point "

B -SHOOT]NG OPERATIONS

B-1" Reflection ( Frg  b )

The reflection shot point pattern consisted of 60 holes in four

rows o{.15,with 10 metres between holes,20 metres between rows"The lateral
offset wàs 100 metres,the hole depth 10 feet,The total charge per shot point :

L20 or 180 lbs depending on the seismic results .

B -2. Refraction

The refraction shot point consisted of one or several holes at a

depth of 30 or 60 feet according to the charge used.Holes were drilled on a

line perpendicular to the traverse,the distance between holes was 5 metres.

The charges varied for a given shooting distance not only from

traverse to traverse but also betrveen "direct" and "reverse" shots (K23-PPR7)"

The charges,the recorder gains and the quality of the records are shown on the

operational diagrams ( Pl 5 )"
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8-3" Special spreacls

For the offset spreads a reflection shot point pattern was used

{or thqr-centre shot anci the first óffset shot, and refràction shot points for all

other s.

B-4 " Explosives

Explosives used :

- Nitramon in 1 Ib water prcof tins manuiactured by Dupont

de Nemours requiring the use of a I Ib primer(manufactured

by the same firm ) "

- Detonators : 30 feet Submarine manufactured by I. C. Ï'

9- RECORDING

tr.Íliers and recordi.ng parameters were determined following

the experiments made during the first week"

9-l.Reflection work ( Fig Á- a )

- Dist'ance betr,veen shot points 2,72 0 metres"

- Distance between traces : 60 metres o

- 36 geophones per tracen in 3 lines,20 metres apart"

- Distance between geophones ¡ 5 metres"

- Lateral offset of the shot poj.nt pattern : 100 metres "

9-2" Refraction rvork

a -R efra ction robe

Recording was conducted on two consecutive bases,that ì.s

24 traces wj.th the foll-owing parameters 3

- Distance between traces 180 metres K 22 east and 120 metres on a1l other

probes to improve the quality of the information"

- Composition of a trace : 12 geophones on /, jumpers of 3 connected j.n parallel-

series"The geophones lvere systematically buried and laid out in four lines

perpendicular. to the traverse"The distance between lines was 3 metres and l0

metres between geophones " r
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b - Continuous profiling

Expl-oitation of PPR ? was continued westwards until the

crossing with PPR B" The new shots ? (see PI 12) were to allor,v the

interpretation of. a 4,800 mis marker using the shortest shooting distance.

- 2long distance shots added to check the possÍble existence of a deeper ff)a,rkec

The clistances between traces was 100 metres for homogeneity

with the work eonducted on ilPR 7 and PPR B the previous year r

9-3. Special shots

a- Offset spreads

The par'ameters were :

- Distance between traces : 50 nretres on PPB,60 metres

elsewhere . T

- The geophone pattern used was the refleltion pattern ,

The shot point \Ã/as :

- Reflection type for the centre shot and the first offset shot

- Refraction type for all other shots .

b -Weathering shots

Such shois were carried out systematically every 10 çeflection

shot points"A special symetrical geophone cable wíth.24 outlets was used, -

distances between tiaces were :

_;..:: ;:: :,,';îï":

- Trace 11 to 14 z 20 metres

- Trace 15 to 18 : t0 metres

- Trace t9 to 24 t 5 metres

Each trace consisted of a reflection HS Junior geophone" One

shot was taken at each encÌ of ihe spread,S metres away from the first trace "

9-4" Value of the parameters

R efle ction

Filter s LlLA - out
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Suppression

Expander

AGC

(IG
( delay

(FG

(IG.
( sJ.ope

( delay

b- Refraction

Filters
AGC

Gain

' Medium

-30dþ
280 mitliseconds

Maxi.mum

-24 to -27 db

12 0 db/octave

400 to 600 msec

Oui - I 140

Out but for the centre, shot ( Medium)

-24 to -40 db

c-Special shots

Offset : The two first shots ( centre and first offset shot'

' were fj.red with reflection settings"The third shot

r,vith reflection filters without AGC,the following

ones without AGC and oPen filters

Weatherj.ng zone:open fj.lters and AGC i medj-um .

1O- PLAY BACKS:

tr'or reflection and refraction the recording was simultaneously

made on :

- Magnetic tape Carter tYPe,

- Film 6" wide,paper speed B"/ second ( galvanometric

monitor )

Magnetic tapes were played-back on electro- sensitive paper ( width 4",paper,'
.,,

speed ?,5 " / sec ).,

10-l"Reflecti.on

The play-backs were used for determining static and dynamic

correctioirs,to be used for the presentation of corrected record sections"
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t0-2" Reflection 1\4TD section

l/iagnetic tapes lvere processed at the camp" Play-back were

corrected for stati-c and move-out corrections and asseml¡led in variable area

cross-sections corresponding to ten shot points,with an 7l2B -L156 filter
setting and medium AGC 

"

Horizont¿l scale : 1/B,O0O

Vertical scale z 7 "5 inches for one second two-way tÍme "

10-3,Refraction

Flay-backs rvere used to check the quality of the magnetic

recording" The pen gain was chosen to obtain a correct amplitude of the.trace

and was kept constant fo r each tape 
"

I1- GRAVITY OPERATIONS

The spacing betrveen measured stations was chosen equal to the

reflection shot point spacing : 600 merres

The operatorts programme,including readings at a "d.eparture"

base,at intermedÍate stations and at an " arrival" base was preparecl in order

not to exceed a 4 hour .cluration e i

lfhe netrvork of gravity bases established in 1963 (Pearce Poini

Survey )was used,new bases being calculated only in the northern and southern F

part cf the survey wirere the existing network was considered unsufficiently

dense ( PI 22 ) "

As the bases and stations were Located at seismic shot pcin_ts,

the operator had no special flagging to settle on the field and the Bouguer 't

anornaly were computed using the altitude given by the seismic surveyor,

Consequently,the latter carried out his rvorl<.r,vith a higher

precision than the normal one neceFsar"y for seismic surveys in order to'rnatch

the precision of a gravity survey

Five graviry bases(at Sir 280 - I0-25L-227 and 367) lvere located

on the field rviih permanent;rrar'lçer's,tkre 4 others being at seismic shot points

where permanent markers were iitted previousl-y .
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_ DP-( E-min.depth) _ b 

EG - -
Vc Vc 

® Correction at shot QOint H 

CPE = CEe +Cwze 

CEe = DP -(E- max. depth) = __g__ 

Vc Vc 

@ Total correction 

tC = CPE + CS+VT 

I I 
CwzG = (h-mln depth) ( Vc- Vo) 

I I 
Cwze = ( h- max. depth) ( Vc - Vo ) 

5£ I 

FIG. 5. I { 
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APPJ'}iDiX VII

REDUCTION AT\D PRESET\TATION OF DATA

1- R¡]T'LECTICN STATIC CORREC-| iON.S

1 - L " Origin of inforrnat j.on

Information were suPPlied : ,'

- By tire str-rcìy of the first breaks of the reflection records,They provide values

of the sub-weatft"tlt-rg layer vcr:,city (Vc )and intercept time ,

- By the special r,veathering shots,i" e" shallow refraction shots conducted

alolg all traverses using a special cable ( see Appendix V-9-3 ).these shots

pyovicle values of the rveatÌrering zole velocity ( Vo ) and give a confirmation

for the Vc values "

\-2"Parameters values

tflre Vc values ai:e around 2,200 m/sec. For the elevation

cor.rection,it was acloptecl Vc = 2,000 m /sec,since this is a vertical velocity

which can be sligtrtly ínferior to the b,orizontal velocities measured on

refraction arrivals "

The weathering zone consists of a low velocity medium:

Vo = bOO m/sec ancl sornetirnes of an intermediate layer showÍng velocities

around 1 ,300 m/sec"

, The mean sea level was chosen as reference level .

1-3" Computation of static corrections
; fhe correction computation process is schematically given

on F"ig 5 together rvith a rnoclel of reflection record label"

Tl-ij.s pï.ocess aitplied to ihe nearest geophone to each shot point.

For the other r.ecorded stations static corrections were

determined using a methocì based on the comparison of templates recorded on a

spread shot from two ad.jacent shoi poiirts :"Plus-minus method of interpreting

seismic refractj.on sections( Geophysical Prospecting vol?" No2)

,j)
,
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REFRACTION CORRECTIONS 

H 
I -~ 

p 

_L ~s hs 

' 
Weathennq zone 

Vo 

Subweathermq layer 
v 

G 

/.0 
I \ 7·~ 

~-G=r-=ound level 
I 
I 

hG 

Datum Plane 

\ I Morker 
// , / / / / ' T / Vm 

Vo = Weather ing zone velocity 

V = Elevation correction velocity 

Vm = Marker velocity 
Sin e = ...::!._ Sin eo = Vo 

Vm Vm 

D.P. =Elevat ion Datum Plane 

SHOT POINT CORRECTION 

Z SP = S. P. Elevation 

P = Maximum depth of the hole 

hs = Depth of the weathering zone beneath the S.P. 
Csp = S.P. elevation correction = D. P-( Zsp-P) 

· VI cos e 

CH = Horizontal correction if any 

7Y 
FIG. 7 

Cwz = Weathering correction to the S.P= (hs-P ) (v/~ose-\AJ/c~s eo) 

tc = Csp + Cwz + CT + CH 

GEOPHONE CORRECTION 

ZG = Geophone elevatton 
hG = Depth of the weathering zone beneath the geophone 
Ec = Elevation correction = D.P.- ZG 

V /cos e 
; 

Cwz = Weathering zone correction to the geophone = hG (--~- - I ) 
VI cos e 'AJ/cos eo 

STATIC CORRECTION 

!C = !c + Cwz + Ec 
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2 -REI¡L:1]CTION DYNÁi\,/iIC COiìRECl'iOr\S ( TTig 6A -6 b)

T,he move-out correctj.ons were decLiced from an analysis

of the reflectj.ons carriecl out on each traverse or on groups of traver'ses "

Iìesufi;; \'/ere cornparable to those obtained during the 1963 súrvey Figures

6 a aircl 6 b sho''.v trvo oíthese 1'-ps11;a- T analyses"'The C"G.G" " MTD

Co¡:::ector " clesignecl fo: cor.r:ectiol:i; rip tc 200 rnilLiseconds wiih an¡' clesirecl

steps allowed a good reproduction of the move-out correction curves except

for the eastern end of traverse K22 ( SP's 496 to 516 )which was play-backed

without move-out corrections. On this pari of the traverse horizontal velocities

of the order of 5,000 m/sec are recorded as first breaks 
"

3- REFLBCTION INTERPRETATION DOCUX{ENTS

iVlagnetì.c tapes were processed at the camp" Play-back rvere

corrected for static and rnove:out corrections and assembled in variable area

cross-sections correspouding to ten shot points,wj.th an t l28-1/56 filter
settìng and medi"îlîl;r 

scale : r/8,000

Vertical scale : 7" 5 inches for one second two-way time

4 -RtrFRACTIOI{ SUR FACE CORRECTIONS

The reference plane and the velocity parameters \,vere the same

as for refLection corrections "

Computation of refraction cor'rectÍons is illustrated on Fig 7

which also presents the part of a refraction recording label dealing with the

corre ctions.

5- REITRACTION INTERPRETAT]ON DOCUMENTS

The documents i.ncluded in the report are listed ì.n Chapter V

Part two.

Tìie files comprising the i.ntercept sheets and the delay time

computations ?re supplied to 4"É,..1). ,
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6-OFFSET SI-IOTS

Trn'o types of docunents \\¡ere used 3

- 1'he rnonitor records r,.¡ith the ladio ::ecorded time breaks,

- The pl-ay-backs of the magnetic tapes, correcteC for static corrections.

The iirn"u. b::eak alloured an accurate assembly of the monitor

records vi¡iiich r,,¡as Lrsed as a gi-ride íor s,ssembl-ing the corrected play-bacl<s 
"

? -GRAVITY
7-1" Calibration

The Worden No 41- gravitymeter already used in 1963 on the

sarne permit lvas calibrated in Brisbarle on the ? ih August 1964 by tying the

bases of the Brisbane University and of Mount-Cootha ( FigS a).

As in 1963 the calibration coefficient K = 0.986 mgal/division

rvas checl<ed twice on the fielcl on the 26 tll August and 11. th October ( Fig Bb),

The calibration was checked again at Brisbane on December the 4 th ( FÍg Bc)"

?-2. Values of G" Network of bases ( PI 22 )'
The present survey was tied to the 1963 " Pearce point".

gravity survey .

Nine ner,v bases were established ( Pl 22) by making a series

of ties to and fro a l-963 and ihe new base"

All misclosures are inferior or equal to 5 hundreds of a

miLligal .

7-3" Bouguer anomaly computation

Three density profiles were carried out at locations selected

because of their topographic irregularity : SP 2L2 of. traverse K12 (hì.11 shorving

a difference of elevation of 35 metr'es for a 300 metres horizontal distance ),

SP 2+3 of traverse I( 14 (holloiv of 25 rnetres fora 220 rnetres horizontal

di.stance ) SP ?10 of traverse K 26 ( 20 metres high hill for a horizontal

distance of.220 n:"erres ) " '

.?
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? -4 " Accura

ìì'oi:c o.i tÌrell \.v¡-s ver,v conclus;ive and a rock densiiy of 2"L

lr'¿tr; aclc.oi.ed lor ti-le: e.l-::vat,i,orL cori:ectiorr as in the previotls 1963 survey.

C.o v¿ilues were com.Ì;utec.r aiie¡' :¿i-5lcl s giving lhe theoretical value of the

gr:avit¡r :rl"ong the intei:'i-:.:ri,ionai cliipr-;oi ci 
"

::i ticlal coirrcctiorr at:cl :'. 3r'avrtyineter driít correction were

apitiic,:r,Ì,'Ljre clr'iÍ'¿ being coc.:licìei'ecl a l-Ìneai: function of the tj.me.
-lhe r.'alues fcu.nd for the Bougr-ier anornaly are plotted on the

Bougue;.' anoma.'L¡' map ( Pl 23) 
"

(

'!I1 be.":ùs co1.ul-ectioirs were made accorcling to the usua]

r'equirements : 1e:;s tiran 0.1 n:iilligal cÌiscrepancy"

The repartition oí discrepancies observed at the 47 repeated

statioits ( 9lo oi the total- ner,v statioirs ) leads to a mean probable error of

0" Ol- to 0" 03 r¡il-1iga.i.,;" ( Fjg I )"
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LIST Oi¡ PBRNI.I\N-ENT MARKERS

Latiiude YLongitude XLine Refl-ection S. P

I

I

I

l

i

l

l

I

I

Kl5

K16

312 = 1

20L = 60
210 = 334

220
230
344

262= 1ûi
236= 30

240
25C
26L
311

300= 1 03
330

216,586
203,370
2 û9., 5ts g

274,346
2Lg,2B0
224,041,
i9B,30B
202,439
205,065
zIL,420
279 ,973
190,516
797,022
2 08, 6'76

K7
]<L2

PF7
PPB
Kl6

PPB
PP7

PPB

Kr{
I{, -

2,993,865
2 ,90"1,925
2 ,905,987
2,902,55I
2 ,Bg7 ,265
2;894,029
2 ,907 ,759
2 , 903, 901
2 ,904,0L9
2 ,90,+ ,334
2,905.119
2,904,670
2,ggg,72g
2,go2.97L

K1(

r Kl7

Kl8

K20

K27

354=64I
346

. 416
420

425= 35b
430
440
449
360.
370

377= 406
o^^,JÕU

33B
390
400
.1 -1 n

4i5
6û9
697
706
460
470
490
500

K31

K19

K20

2 04 ,,601
204.,2L4
210,959
2r3,714
21,7 ,LBz

__ 220. 548
227,055
2.33,093
218 , 911
222 ,I00
224,27I
225,243
227,703
2I4,836
220,203
226 , gg.+

230,395
2t4 ,974
2 13, 906
2I2,166
216,100
222,997
235,997
2¿i2 ,il69

2, B96, gL3
2,902,578
2,925,098
2 ,924 ,296
2,923,338
2 ,922 ,097
2,gIg"4g5
2 ,217 .297
2 ,926.454
2 ,932 ,7'74
2 ,937 ,2!0
2,939,128
2 ,944,06L
2,942,340
2 , 93g, 5gg
2 ,936 ,297
2,935,L64
2 ,909,754
2 ,9I3.797
2 ,glg. g+4

2,916.929
2 ,914. 659
2,910,099
2 , 907, 596

I

L

2

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

ir
i

i

f

I

K2

Elevation

8. 68
52. 63
65. 93
7.4.57
30. BE

oi¿o. I I

35.38
46.46
60.99
4I.45
36. L4
L4,24
22. 6L
48.29

:.{'

10.87
52. 82
74.67
21, 07
23. 5L
22. 9r
82.76
20. 96
11.49
46. B1

15.27
34. 34

.L6. 6',7

10.92
28.39
47 .49

9.20
27.79
40.30
71.46
35.27
82.15
56. B8
20.80
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Line

K27

K2B

L-t o

K33

ReflectÍon S. p Longitude X Latitude y Elevation
510

K23
(n

K24

I:1 /
\J f a

515
590
5BC

570
560
550
544
515
520
530
tr.A DU'1 r)

624
611
600
650
660
677
658
763
7ão
43 PP
715

249.5i3

:252 ,2AÐ
252,977
216.316
22a.0zrJ
223. 624
227 .2+7
230.982
233.290
216. 077
218.6?{
225. 32i
23,1.207
2 0.t. 51 I
212. 084
2iB,7OA
207,925
206,230
2or,s+t
206,949
1 90.478
1 92. 046
196.218
197. sli

2 , 905, Og0

2 , 904,091
2,903,8+7
2,939.197
2 , 90.i. ¿I05
2 ,970.654
2 ,976, 595
2,922.753
2 ,926. 527
2,933,233
2,932,00.1
2 ,929.345
2,926.273
2,972.40I
2 ,906.927
2 ,902.252
2,903.135
2 ,'gcB. B?1
2,907. 631
2 ,9.04. 067
2 ,900.327
2 ,902.657
2,90g. 508
2,970.225

17. 02

2a. 77
25. 53
27. 64
ùJ. bb

.94.24
56.7x
29.12
17. 57
L7.40
i5.02
60. 47
17.28
54. 01
28. 69':^
b2.70
39.69
74. AB

29.90
702.62
15. 84
15.30
33. BB

13. 82

I

I

-t,

749=

(

UniversaL Transverse Mercato.r projection systemAustralian Belt Zone 4.
co-ordÍnates carculated in the metr-ic system are noï compensatedElevations in metres above mean ,sea level , are compensated




